SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Company
Description
Developair Technologies is a
startup located in Donostia-San
Sebastian. At Developair
Technologies, we are applying
state of the art ArtificiaI Intelligence
technologies and Formal Methods
to build a new generation of
Software Tools.

Information
Deadline: 2019-02-28
Category: Business
Province: Gipuzkoa

Company
Country: Basque Country
City: San Sebastian

Developair Technologies

Main functions, requisites & benefits
Main functions
Main job responsibilities: Design, develop and maintain the software products and solutions of the company Collaborate with product
and technology partners Participate in product management activities to define the product roadmap of the company
Requisites
It would be desirable for you to have: A Master’s degree in engineering Experience in Python programming Experience
in Matlab/Simulink Fluency in English It is essential to bring: Desire to learn continuously and ability to learn quickly Proactivity
Teamwork skills
Benefits
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK IN CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGIES At Developair Technologies we develop solutions based on state-ofthe-art technologies and apply them in an innovative way to solve our clients' problems. Therefore, you will have the opportunity to
learn and apply technologies from elds such as Arti cial Intelligence CONTINUOUS TRAINING OPTIONS Nowadays technology
evolves very quickly, leaving our knowledge out-dated. At Developair Technologies, we make sure to keep ourselves updated at a
technological level, and therefore training our employees is a priority OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT We o er
you the opportunity to work on appealing challenges, and grow as a professional in an innovative environment, with great freedom of
action and with the real possibility of promoting your responsibilities as the company grows INTEGRATION IN A DIVERSE AND
DYNAMIC TEAM We value proactive people who like working as a team, and we want them to feel ful lled. That is why maintaining a
good atmosphere in our workplace is key for us, and that is why we foster collaboration, autonomy and respect

